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Fabulous Second Place on the 1000 Mile Trial

Charles Graves/Ron Palmer took a well deserved second overall on
the RAC 1000 Mile Trial which took place over seven days last
month.

JLT MSA Club of the Year
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Diary
Club events over the next month or so
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August 6th
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Talking Point
Topical comment from the world of motoring
Putting this edition of Start Line together made we thing just how lucky we are! The amount of articles
and photos I have been sent is fantastic and some have been held over to next month as we are limited as
to the size of pdf we sent out as some ISPs won’t send files over a certain size. It’s great that we have so
many articulate members willing to type up their reports and columns.
We have also had a great response to the request for marshals for the show and competition cars for the
WMC/Go Motorsport display. It does mean that everyone will have less to do and more time to enjoy
the Show.
I’ve just returned from Willie and Angela’s autotest, a great event! They are a lesson to us all as they are
not only our busiest competitors but they also organise events and help on others. If a few more did that
it would make a huge difference.
Somewhat surprisingly the “closed road” legislation is going to be approved later this year Rather
bizarrely as part of the Deregulation Bill which will allow highway authorities to downgrade minor
roads to bridleways or footpaths.
Sadly a lot of twaddle has been said in the media and other places about more rallies like the Jim Clark
or the events they hold in Ireland and the Isle of Man. Those events have taken place for a very long
time and the local people have grown up with them, they are part of the local culture. We are never going to get rallies in national parks or places where there are a lot of tourists as it would disrupt the established tourist trade and bring little or no advantage. When local council (who will be the ones who will
close the roads) do support ant event it will be because it will bring a significant economic advantage to
the area. Thus we are probably looking at disadvantages places. I understand the organisers of the North
West Stages (based on Blackpool) are well down the line and have local support. A relatively small
amount of closed roads would add to the existing venues to make a major rally which would boost the
income of the area each February. Another area being mentioned is Humberside.
As with the Jim Clark, the cost and effort involved will be huge so the rally has to have a huge entry to
cover costs and will hardly likely to be a “clubmans” type of event.
On the other hand I do think there is scope for a hill climb or sprint in Cumbria. Again it would have to
be outside of the national parks. It would also need some local support as the landowners on each side of
the road would have to be involved.
So let’s get out there and look for venues!
GTF

Editor: Graeme Forrester, Clints Cottage, Blindcrake, Cockermouth,
Cumbria, CA13 0QP. 01900 825642
Email: gtfmg@yahoo.co.uk
The opinions expressed in this issue of Start Line are those of the contributors and not necessarily those of the Club
The contents of Start Line are protected by copyright 2014
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Wigton Motor Club

Cumbria Classic &
Motorsport Show
Sunday, 17th August
11 am until 4.30 pm

Dalemain
By Ullswater (A592)

90 years of MG
Lotus Legends
Over 500 Classic Cars and One Make Clubs,
Autotesting and Motorsport displays
Autojumble and trade stands; Cars for sale area,
Go Motorsport, Refreshments

Adults £7.00 OAPs £5.00
Accompanied school age children £1. Free parking!

Wigton MC Members free!
On production of your membership card!
No entries accepted on the day
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Cumbria Classic & Motorsport Show
NEW MEMBER DRIVE
Many UK motor clubs are suffering reductions in the numbers of their members.
More than a few have closed down, or effectively so. Due to a lot of hard work by a
lot of people this is not the case for Wigton MC. In fact our subscription income is
currently running about 10% up on the same point last year.
The Committee believe there is no room for complacency. Inevitably all clubs lose
members. Some lose interest in the sport, some move away to other parts of the
country, some sadly pass away. We want to see WMC growing, not shrinking. We
have therefore decided to use our Dalemain Show as an opportunity to recruit new
members. Depending on the weather 1300-1600 people visit this show each year
now. The vast majority are not WMC members. It’s already been announced that
to add value for existing members, on production of the Membership Card two free
entries will be allowed, saving the member £14 if they are not concessions, almost
90% of their subscription! For non-member who visit the show we now have this
very attractive package deal:

Membership until the end of NEXT year (normally £24)
This includes 2 Dalemain tickets this year (normally £14)
AND next year (normally £14)
TOTAL NORMAL COST £52

PACKAGE DEAL £20!!!!!!!!!
We hope you’ll all agree that’s some deal. £52 of value for £20. All the benefits of
WMC membership, a wide variety of events to watch, compete in, marshal on or
help organise, a quality monthly magazine delivered by email, free Dalemain entry
for two years at over 60% discount.
We need members to tell their friends. Dalemain’s a great day out but with this offer it’s never been better value. If it works we hope to get 100 new members. Given
well over 1000 non-members visit Dalemain every year that shouldn’t be impossible. With everyone’s help to get as many as possible along to take us up on it we
might do even better. More members in simple terms will give us a bigger better
club for all to enjoy, and bring in fresh blood the ensure continuity in the future.
We don’t know of another Motor Club that’s done something like this to boost
membership. Many seem just to moan about declining numbers. With your help
we’ll be exactly the opposite, so please:

SPREAD THE WORD!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Lake District Classic Rally
Sponsored by Lake District Hotels Ltd
Auto testing for beginners - Part Two - The Lake District Classic June 29th 2014
“20? In one day? Are you mad?” That was me.
“Will she be up for it?” Genuine concern from the husband – for the Midget, of course.
OK – brave face – pretend to be laid back about the whole thing. I mean, how difficult can it be?
Bit of map reading, some simple straightforward tests, spot of lunch followed by an afternoon jaunt
and a few more tests for good measure – done a couple before – easy peasy………but 20??
But let’s start at the beginning – in this case the front end of the Midget and six days before the
LDC.
Now, how many shock absorbers would you expect to destroy in two consecutive grass auto tests?
Correct – FOUR. Of the first pair - one was bereft of oil, another had moving parts which weren’t,
strictly speaking, supposed to move at all. Which resulted in a hair raising journey back to Lorton
from Threlkeld Leys with the front end dancing all over the road. A few hours on the blower to the
supplier followed by an anxious wait while the husband sweated up wondering if we would be back
on the road in time. Parts duly arrived and were fitted pronto – quick test drive to Workington and –
yes, you guessed, back to square one. Duff parts were diagnosed. More sweating up and burning of
the midnight oil with advice and encouragement from the long suffering Neil McGurk – maybe the
spoffer spindle was incorrectly aligned with the chimpaneezee munter……well, something like that
– yawn, yawn, yawn.
To cut a very tedious story short, all was eventually sorted with seconds to spare and the husband
was duly congratulating himself on a mammoth repair job whilst being prised out of his overalls.
We turned up at Penrith Truckstop, went through noise and scrutineering….and then it all went horribly wrong..……….
Got handed the road book & test schedule – it was about an inch thick – OMG! What’s all these
numbers and letters? What’s a bogie (no, not THAT sort)? Can I plead the husband’s insanity?
Why are all these people feverishly defacing OS maps? Should I chuck all the toys out of the pram
immediately and flounce off home? The husband and I had agreed beforehand that we wouldn’t fall
out over the route, the tests or my apparent ineptitude – we were here to enjoy ourselves after all.
That lasted precisely 3 minutes and then the red mist descended. I’ll spare you the sordid details but
the husband had to make the tea for a week to make up for it.
So we made a bit of an effort and cobbled together the route partly by guesswork and partly by ear
wigging to the people at the next table. We sauntered outside trying to look cool but with bowels in
an uproar. We weren’t the only ones. We discovered Chris Hunter sobbing uncontrollably in the car
park while his dad, John, enjoyed the crack with all & sundry and made short work of a bacon buttie.
Fellow Midget competitors Colin Rose & Bob Shearer appeared on the horizon with gleaming green
bodywork and a cream hard top – Mark I MX5 seats looked a lot comfier than ours. Rows of
switches on the dashboard to cater for every possible eventuality including ejector seats – oh dear.
Our pride & joy was obviously the work of Satan in comparison so we weren’t going to win best
turned out vehicle either ..…… Good old Mr Sod and his law.
Off we went to “fire up the Quattro” only to experience another brown trouser moment when the
deafening Sunbeam Rapier of Andy Beaumont & Colin Fish hurtled past, three feet away, sharp
right, very sharp left, up the bankside, miraculous recovery and….back on course. Ooohh! This
might be good after all…….
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And so we set off, and, more by good luck than good management, got round the first few tests
relatively unscathed. I say “relatively” – test three resulted in the immortal words “Wrong
Test” (or Waste of Time – means the same thing). My brains were being centrifuged out of my
ears at the time so it couldn’t possibly have been my fault……
We battled on to Birds – gawd- what IS that smell? The test surface consisted of shiny marbles with a liberal coating of engine oil (or wet gravel as I now know). Completely disorientated before we reached the first corner, I didn’t think we would get out alive never mind with a
respectable time.
Test 7 resulted in a bogie – we could have walked it faster, and then it was on to Highfield.
There were kisses all round for the Lamplugh Lads doing the marshalling (didn’t do us any
good) but a bit of showing off ensued and we nearly took the gate out. And then, just when I
thought we were finally getting the hang of things we got to Kirkbarrow……..
Now, I don’t know about you, but when you see the route goes through a barn, you don’t expect said barn to be occupied by a herd of cows, do you? I was speechless and panicking by this
point imagining the headlines “Midget slaughters cows in speeding drive thru fiasco”. But, no,
just someone’s idea of a sick joke – the cows totally ignored us. The husband didn’t know
whether to laugh or cry but eventually chose the latter.
Surprisingly, the only damage of the morning (to the Midget at any rate) was at test 12 – one
of the towing eyes made very solid resounding contact with the kerb and folded itself in half. It
felt like the cue for another set of shockers but just shows how wrong/lucky you can be.
Lunch time came and went with a massive egg sarnie and some friendly advice from Willie
and Angela (Jarman & Jones) about the coming afternoon’s hazards – Waters & Quarry. Angela
had, on previous occasions, got round Quarry sideways, backwards, broadside – and all the
while Willie had shouted abuse. The only option left to us appeared to be the “upside down”
one – Angela had used all the others! Still, at least it would stop the husband from banging on
about my inability to read simple instructions.
The Shap tests proved to be the highlight of the day. I learnt several things: don’t wear black
in a sand storm, keep your mouth firmly shut in a limestone quarry, oh, and, er, if all else fails –
read the instructions. Code boards – what code boards? Not to scale – you’re not kidding!
Must have gone wrong somewhere –we were now on the surface of the moon. Flat out, weaving in and out, up the hill, handbrake it (sort of) and then…….total oblivion. We had driven
into a very large bag of flour.
Not entirely sure how we escaped unharmed or, indeed, managed to complete the test but
somehow we were on the home stretch and suddenly it had all been “great fun”,” incredibly well
organised”,” fantastic day out”, “let’s enter the next one” while I sat looking like I had been
plugged into the mains. It would be several weeks before my hair recovered.
A massive thank you to all those who organised the event, marshalled, took part, provided the
excellent grub and generally contributed to an outstanding event. We genuinely had a great
day!
Cheers!
Marian Sloan (aka Maz)
(and the husband, John, who went to the dentist in Keswick and came back with another, yes,
another Midget – like you do.
Same age, same colour, same disgusting upholstery………….but that’s another story for another day.
Chris Spencer also deserves a mention for his many little anecdotes (which I have “borrowed”
for effect) and for always keeping us amused – thank you x.)
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Lake District Classic Photos
By Tony North
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Another of Tony’s excellent photos

Gates Tyres Northern Historic Rally Awards 2014.
Lake District Classic Rally, June 29th, 2014.
(A view from the roadside, not the cockpit.)
The Lake District Classic provided the latest instalment of the Gates Tyres Northern Historic
Rally Awards and it also proved to be one of the best supported and competitive rounds of the
2014 NESCRO series. With 36 Historic entries and 20 Targa entries the variety of cars was tremendous and the competition fierce …... but friendly.
“Gates Historic” contenders included Charles Graves/Ian Hope, TR4; Tot and Maureen Dixon,
Mini 1380; Colin Rose/Bob Shearer, Midget; Brian Bradley/Paul Makinson, Mini 1275; John
and Marion Sloan, Midget; Robert Robinson/Peter Mellor, Audi GT. The Cortina, now happily
retired, was walking the dog, reading the Sunday papers and drinking coffee. Meanwhile, Dave
and I were manning the Truck Stop tests with an excellent band of helpers.
The top 5 cars at the finish comprised three Mk1 Escorts: Ross Butterworth, John Bertram and
John Ruddock, Archie Simmonds’ Mk11 Escort and David Ruddock’s Vauxhall Firenza – Ross
won by a margin of 20 seconds but 3rd – 5th were separated at the finish by only 4 seconds. This
group of five cars had been within seconds of each other all day but John Ruddock clouted one
too many cones and Archie suffered a rare wrong test. The top 5 were closely pursued by the
Staniforth’s quick, Castrol R scented Cooper “S” in 6th and Colin Rose’s deceptively quick
Midget 7th. Young Simon Barnes pedalled his Mini quickly and accurately to 8th O/A with the
Byrne’s nostalgic Lancia Fulvia 9th while Trevor Barnes manhandled his big Rover 2000 to an
impressive 10th O/A (8th – 10th were separated by only 6 seconds). If nothing else, the results
were evidence of the close competition that exists in the NESCRO series and they were also a
credit to the test designer for enabling all crews to be competitive.
The big tests at Shap used Waters Farm twice and these tests were designed to put smiles on
faces. Ross won the day there with 96s & 97s for the two runs (how good to see a well prepared
Mexico
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being driven at 10/10ths); Archie had 96s & 99s; John Bertram took 96s & 101s; Tot Dixon 98s
& 105s; and, the Staniforth’s “S” went through in 103s & 105s.
Elsewhere in the overall results, Charles Graves brought his TR4 home in 15th just behind the
flying Volvo PV of Peter Humphrey and Neil Morrison; Tot Dixon returned in 17th after a torrid
morning and two wrong tests; Andy Beaumont took his rare Rapier to 20th but had one WT and
an engine misfire for much of the event; Paul Slingsby brought the MGB home in 23rd and one
WT; the Sloan’s also took a WT but landed home in 24th and Graham Couser/Jim Hendry experienced so much red mist in their TR4 that they took 3 WT’s and ended 27th.
The variety of competition cars continued in the Targa class and it was evident that the MX5 is
becoming a popular and cost effective choice for many crews. The first two crews home had a
day long battle – Andrew Graham/George Edminson, Puma, got away from the start well and ran
cleanly all morning but their main competitor for the Class win, Dave Charlson/Jim MacDiarmid, Rover 214, dropped nearly 20 sec’s on Test 1 and were in catch up mode thereafter. At
lunch, Andrew had a lead of 34 sec’s on Dave and appeared to be comfortably ahead. Dave
Charlson is not one to give up and a considerable battle ensued during the afternoon. On the second Waters test Andrew dropped 24 sec’s to Dave but held on to take the Class by just 3 sec’s.
Nathan Derbyshire brought his MX5 home in 3rd, Stephen Place was 4th in the increasingly rare
but quick Peugeot 309 and Angela Jones/Willie Jarman pressed on to take 5th in their 205 GTi. It
was good to see Stuart Bankier out again with daughter Siobahn - this time they were using an
MX5 and young Siobahn is looking very composed in the navigator’s seat.
Congratulations to the LDC organising team for a well organised event. The next “WMC Gates
Historic” round is the Wearside Classic (previously the Durham Dales) – a tests only event with
some big tests on a variety of smooth surfaces courtesy of Nissan. The North East usually turns
out in force and Targa cars are well represented. Reg’s are available.
While work progresses on the Escort, Dave and I will continue to be out and about marshalling.
I’ve also been hillclimbing at Scammonden and Harewood in the old Cooper “S” but suffered a
blown head gasket at Harewood’s Vintage and Classic event when pushing for a possible Class
win. Then, whilst out road testing the new head gasket, the selectors came apart in the gearbox.
Anyway, it’s all going back together with various new bearings and bushes so I’ll be able to target a few more hillclimbs before the autumn.
Mike Garstang.

LDC Marshals
Raffle winners (£25 each)
John Goth
David Marsden
John Kendal
Helen Keen
Several other marshals won with their scratch cards!
Ron and Dave have done wonders with the LDC in recent years but now want to spread
the load. We need a few people to come forward to do some of the admin work. It’s not a
lot to do if a few people help. Ron and David are no prepared to do it on their own again so
if you want a LDC in 2015 please get in contact with David Agnew.
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Barbon - Saturday 14/06/2014
Ronnie MacGregor

And so it was, that the WMC Speed Cavaliers descended on Barbon, preparing to do battle, . . . . battle for glory, battle for honour. A battle against gravity, on that brief but demanding technical ascending ribbon of tarmac, dotted with
substantial timber bollards, that is Barbon.
Could that be the first sentence ever, containing both words "Speed" and "Cavalier" ? Hang on a minute . . . . . What
exactly does cavalier mean ? A supporter of King Charles I in the English Civil War ? A courtly gentleman, especially one acting as a lady's escort ? Offhand, showing a lack of proper concern ? Yes . . . . . we probably have all of
those in the gang !! One thing is for sure . . . . . It does not mean "A decent car" !!
Mr Exton had toiled day and night, coaxing his (cough) "trusty" steed closer to the point where it might once more
breathe, once more do battle for R2 honours. With no days to spare, finally, . . . . MOT and Road Tax in hand, he
could relax. Similarly, his Scottish best enemy could relax, on receipt of a text message which said "All good for the
weekend". Too cruel to provide an early morning alarm call on Scottish departure. Two more hours in bed.
Barbon arrival - No Mr Exton. Car unloaded - No Mr Exton. Signed on - No Mr Exton. Bacon roll - No Mr Exton.
Try phoning - No Mr Exton. Try phoning again - No Mr Exton. Finally . . . . phone rings - Mr Exton. "Ah'm just
sittin eer avin a cup-a-tea . . . . Wat's oop dook ? . . . . . It's tomorrow, the 15th, in't it ? . . . . . . Oh Muck !!!!" One
hours drive away.
Superb co-operation from the Barbon organisers allowed a single MR2 practice run tagged onto the end of all practice
runs, to salvage the day. What went wrong ? Surely no competitor would rely on the Speed Events web site page for
dates ? Surely not ?
Entered in class 1A, everyone was pleased to see the pale blue Mini of Robert Iveson emerge from hibernation, possibly for the last time, to take a First in Class on the day with a 33.97 second run. The decorated blackboard of Steven Holmes was close behind on 34.20 seconds.
Class 1D was headed up by Ronnie MacGregor on 28.96 seconds. This time was not recorded on the final run.
After a very prolonged red flag on the start line, the last run was executed at around a second and a half down . . . . . .
. with the handbrake still on !!! Where are we on the top 100 list of things never to do at a Speed event ? !!! Making
up for lost time was Dave Exton on 31.16 seconds, so relieved to be in front of the MR2 of newbie Daniel Bloomfield who was on a respectable 33.10 best time.
In class 1F, "where's my boy" Mike Thornton failed to prove that a red dot is faster than a yellow streak, nonetheless
returning a commendable 29.70 and a First in Class on the day. A few steps behind, Wayne Gregory brought his
Mini home in 33.40 seconds.
Moving on to the lightweights in Class 2A, Les Golding peaked early on 28.65 and a First in Class on the day. Les .
. . . . . there's a road car just 0.31 seconds behind . . . . . . giddy up boy !!! Phil Hallington was not so far behind either on 33.18 seconds.
Bigger lightweights were to be found in Class 2B, with Graham Denholm ripping across the line in 27.51 seconds
and a lonely First in Class on the day.
Strategically running in the modified Class 3A, out of retirement to provide a brief and rare public appearance, was
David Wiggins, Rallye-ing home in 31.60 to take a First in Class on the day. Paul Makinson not far behind on
32.22 seconds.
Class 3B contender Angela Jones, consistent through the day with steady incremental improvement saw a final run
result of 32.01 seconds.
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Golden Oldies in modified Class 3D found the well prepared Midget of Frazer Graham cross the line on 29.58 to take a
First in Class on the day. Peter Sewell following, tanking home in 33.53 seconds.
Class 3E, the home of 3.2 litre rear end grunt, saw the Boxter piloted home by Simon Butterworth in 28.77 seconds and
a First in Class on the day. Ben Butterworth closely contending on 29.30 seconds.

Oh look . . . . . . . William Jarman has got his big toy out !! Class 3K, and the remarkable achievement of identical
timed run 1 and 2 times. Still by run three only 0.78 seconds in front of a road car, active and provocative goading involving the word "rubbish" could only mean one thing. Timed run four saw the full boost of his interstellar hyperdrive
whirlygig, to return a "not angry now" 27.82 to widen the gap to a more respectable level. Phil Griffiths, an unlikely
class mate, was proud to amble his Series III Land Rover home in the fastest slowest event time of the day, a "must be a
misprint" 50.83 seconds !!
In the slim pointy thing classes, Colin Birkbeck in Class 5C Forced his way to the finish line in an impressive 23.64
narrowly missing a FTD. Class 5D was the lonely operating theatre of Jim MacDiarmid with an inevitable First in
Class on 24.20 seconds.
Finally, in the absolute antique section, Class 6A, Stuart Anderson raised an Impish smile when his 35.00 second time
produce a First in Class on the day, with Keith Thomas following two places behind in this well supported class, on
38.26 seconds.
So, . . . . . . . . the driest Barbon for a few years, less sheet ship than usual in the paddock, another impressive array of
gongs collected by WMC members, including around ten First in Class awards. Once more the WMC gang have shown
that collectively they are a force which cannot be ignored. Another event plundered !! Now . . . . . back to that definition
of Cavalier . . . . . . . . .

More Photos from Keith Thomas
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PG Tips
I must start this issue of my monthly ramble with an apology….I am sorry Toyota – come back
Yaris, all is forgiven. If you have read my previous ramblings you will know that I have shared use
of a hire car at work and it was a Toyota Yaris that I cruelly mocked for being plasticky and overpriced. I was wrong! The Toyota was taken from us, which seemed like a good thing at the time – or
at least it did until the Vauxhall Corsa replacement arrived. Compared to the Yaris the Corsa is
cramped, a bit noisy, feels dated inside and has suspect handling. I realise that the Corsa range is long
past it’s sell by date (it’s nearly a decade old and a replacement is imminent) but that doesn’t really
help me. I do feel sorry for Vauxhall sales people though because selling a Corsa to someone who
has driven any of the much more modern opposition must be hard work!
Ekk is now alive – the cylinder head was as flat as a banana and needed a skim and whilst it was off I
did some further work on the rest of the cooling system so that the issues will (hopefully) a thing of
the past. I finished putting it back together 3 weeks ago at about 10pm at night. Dressed only in
shorts t shirt and sandals (more of that to come) and with no mobile phone I set off for a quick drive
round the block to test my work. 2 miles from home and it was all still going swimmingly…then a
splutter, and another and then the power began falling. Soon the engine had stopped and I pulled
over. It felt like I had run out of fuel but I knew I hadn’t. Checks of the fuel pump etc etc revealed
nothing. I decided to coast the car downhill to get as close to home as possible and see if it would
jump start. Still a mile from home and I ground to a halt. By now it was half ten and I had to be up at
6am so with no phone the only option was to run home….which I did…in sandals…which hurt quite
a lot. Back at home I jumped in the Alfa and went back with a few tools to no avail. The following
day I was ignominiously towed home. The coil had died taking the electronic ignition module and
rotor arm with it.
On the subject of sandals – I would like to issue another of my “don’t do it because I did and got injured” warnings. Yes it’s just common sense, but wearing sandals whilst doing work on cars is not
clever; I know because I did it and managed to trip over a jack – rather heavily – splitting my toe
open and spreading quite a lot of blood everywhere. It also meant that I walked in a comedy style for
several days!
Finally I would like to admit to having bought a girl’s car. I know this because when new 80% of
purchasers were women so it’s not a sexist statement (entirely!). I now own a Citroen Pluriel and the
most important thing about it is that the roof works and doesn’t leak (at the moment anyway!). I
bought it mostly to entertain the kids who call it – the car with the dancing roof. The roof is rather
clever, possibly too clever for cheap mass market production which is why half the Pluriels you see
on Ebay are either broken or have been repaired. Apparently Citroen charge £3000 to replace the roof
– which is almost double what I paid for my car – but there are now specialists out there who will do
it for less. Either way it’s still costly. Although the Pluriel got fairly bad press all round when it came
out it does seem to be a bit of a pioneering car now as all the major manufacturers either have or are
working on small cars with full length electric canvas roofs. None of them have gone quite as mad as
the Pluriel and fitted removable sides and rear glass but the general idea is there in the Fiat 500 cabrio, DS3 Cabrio and several other yet to be released small cars. I guess what I am saying is that the
Pluriel is a (relatively) modern day bonkers Citroen like the cars of old.
Peter
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The Thousand Mile Trial
"The great motor test which is to start
from London on April 23rd 1900 will, it
is hoped, do something to awaken us to
our strange position in what is destined
to be one of the world's greatest industries". (Harmsworth Magazine 1900)
The second Thousand Mile trial 2014
shows that our great love of the motor
car continues. The 47 cars that started
from Woodcote Park were a testament
to this. The organisers had tried as far
as was possible, to follow the original
route. We actually drove 1200 miles by
the
end
of
the
trial.
The route was first class, I have never
seen so many T junctions as we crisscrossed our way up the west side of the
UK to Edinburgh and the down the east
side back to the finish at Woocote. The
weather was kind, we did encounter a
couple of downpours but they didn't
last very long.
We saw plenty of thunder and lightening but thankfully after we had finished in the evening.
After day 1 the top six more or less remained, juggling their way up and down a position each day,
little room for error from any of them. Amongst this elite few were Charles Graves and Ron Palmer.
At the end of Day one we were 16th. The rally would run in reverse order from the second
day. Day 2 was certainly our best day as we climbed to 7th and remained at that position until the
end of the Trial. The two map sections were the undoing of quite a few teams, for me they were reasonably Ok as the mileage and junctions were on the map. I was not so fortunate as the rally continued as a little plotting and no help whatsoever was given, a costly exercise of a minute on a number
of regularities kept us in 7th position. We were in Preston the following evening and up to Cumbria
for a number of regularities and tests. A blur of familiar faces at Waters Farm test, Keith didn't spot
anyone!
Edinburgh was pretty special, we had a lovely, balmy, sunny evening and we dined in splendour on
the Royal Yacht Britannia. it was a truly superb evening, the atmosphere, the food, the service is
something I will remember for ever. We had a tour before dinner and my comment would be 'very
understated'. The Scottish guide was a fervent Royalist and so proud of the vessel and its Royal
connection.
Next day we turned south after a late start and Slaley Hall for the overnight. The gap was widening
for the leaders John Abel and his navigator Martyn Taylor. The teams of Alastair Caldwell/Cateiona
Rings, Charles Graves/Ron Palmer and Sue Shoosmith/Trina Harley were all still vying for a top
three finish and this would continue until the very end of the Trial. Overnight in Leeds after the famous Harewood Hillclimb, Keith remarked that driving the Bentley Derby on the tests was a bit like
driving a sideboard! I think he really would have enjoyed driving the. Healey 3000 on the hillclimbs
but not this time! Our last overnight before the finish at Woodcote was Whittlebury near the Silverstone circuit. The battle continued for second and third.
We had a beautiful sunny day for our run into the RAC Woodcote Hall, a driving test down the Captains drive with lots of on-lookers and the atmosphere was fantastic. A glass of Champers and
through the finish. We were delighted to have 14
made it, particularly the car, which doesn't have a

good pedigree for finishing! We parked on the Cedar lawn and enjoyed the sunny afternoon. Results were declared quickly ( throughout the competition the result and query service had
been first class). Charles and Ron were in second place overall and we were all delighted! Winners John and Martyn, a well deserved win for John who has been leading several times on different events and has broken down on the last day which is very frustrating and disappointing. Alastair Caldwell/Catriona Rings were in third place with Sue and Trina in fourth.
Women were well in the picture on this event, Sue Shoosmith driving a Bentley3/41/2 is a feisty
competitor, ably navigated by Trina. The Whyte sisters driving an Austin 7 Super Seven 750 were
the most courteous pair on the roads, speed was not their forte but everyone that wanted to pass
was cheerfully waived through. Despite lack of speed the girls finished 11th. In the top ten, we
had five female navigators so no more jokes about females and reading maps
Dinner that evening was pretty special too, Winner John Able's car, a Lagonda LG45 joined us for
dinner in the restaurant! Trust the RAC Club to do major events properly!
Sue Hoffmann
Keith Graham

Roger was
practising for a
job with a F1 pit
crew!
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Shelsley Walsh Classic
Stirling Moss back in a Works Ferrari 250 SWB
Not many people these days can say they lined up on the dummy grid immediately behind Stirling
Moss who was in the most famous of only three RHD Works Ferrari 250GT SWB cars ever built, the
one he won the most races in and driven at Le Mans, Goodwood Tourist Trophy, Silverstone International Trophy amongst many other races. Parked behind, about 100 yards away, were the 1960 Lotus
19 he drove along with Jim Clark, Graham Hill and Innes Ireland, the 1961 Lotus 18 which was the
first rear engined Lotus in which he won the 1961 Monaco GP as well as the 1959 Cooper F1 type 51
in which he won races towards the end of the 1960 season.
Probably the world’s most famous driver in one of the world’s most expensive cars; the similarity of
driver and cars to me and my car ends abruptly here !!!
Yet this is what happened to me on Sunday 20th July at the Shelsley Walsh Classic Revival Hillclimb when being first car in a batch of 40 or so cars I was waiting to be summoned up to the start
line when down the slip road used to bring in cars without a starter motor came Sir Stirling Moss
ready to do a demo run to entertain the vast crowd in the wonderful Ferrari aptly registered SWB 1.
Lovely warm sunshine certainly added to the pleasure of seeing all those famous cars at this iconic
Worcestershire venue which has been running motorsport speed events for an amazing 109 years.
A fantastic varied entry list had every type of car imaginable from the diminutive Coopers, KIefts
and Iotar 500s, Austin 7s of every ilk, Lotus, Mallock, March, Chevron, a couple of Chapparal V8s
one of which got a red ticket for noise and wasn’t allowed to run having no silencers whatsoever just
straight pipes from engine. The guy didn’t seem too bothered however as he owned both cars, lucky
man so he still got a drive.
A vast selection of MGs, Rileys, Morgan 3 wheelers, Lagondas, Brabhams, Cooper Daimler, Alfas,
Jags, Fraser Nash and Delage were also taking part, no two cars were alike.
Two other Bucklers in addition to my open wheeled MK5 model of 1953 with supercharged sidevalve 1172cc engine were in my class, a 1955 type 90 model (could do 90MPH with standard 1172
engine) but this one with a full race 1172 sidevalve with Elva OHV inlet valve conversion and driven
by Richard Brown who was Shelsley hill record holder in a Pilbeam DFR MP58 from June 1992 to
2001, that is a seriously long time to hold a hill record. Some members marshalling on the Flying
Scotsman would see Richard and his wife Elizabeth in their Model A Ford doing really well until
having big end problems but he took out a con rod in the hotel car park in Peebles and carried on and
finished the rally and still did very well, one couldn’t meet more determined or nicer people anywhere.
Richard’s brother Creighton was joint managing director of McLaren along with Ron Dennis but
died about four years ago in South America where they had big plans for motor racing and building
race cars there. These two brothers owned Buckler cars in the 1950s and loved them before going on
to race Karts a recent craze from America which were also manufactured by Buckler then on to racing a variety of cars. The other Buckler a 1958 type DD2 (De Dion Axle) with a 2500cc Daimler
Dart V 8 engine plus a Lotus MK1X special with a Coventry Climax motor and a Lotus Buick with
a really powerful V8 of 3900cc completed our class. All these four cars had all enveloping bodies
and all were built with Le Mans in mind as even the Bucklers were going to contest the 24 hour race
with their works drivers at one time.
The Classic Revival was a two day event although you could just enter one if you so desired. I desired to enter both days and duly did back in April, paid my money and it was taken from my bank
account on 29th April so imagine my surprise and horror when I received provisional entry list and I
wasn’t on for Saturday. However a few phone calls and the mistake was rectified but it was a worrying day or so as we had paid all our accommodation costs from Friday as well as entry fees. Alan and
Pat Smith couldn’t come with us for this event as babysitting at a championship sailing week at
Abersoch was needed so Harrington’s John Hunter, he of Austin 7, Hillman Rallye Imp and Nipper
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Special fame came with us.
Ed Glaister was on the phone a day or two before the event and as he was going to Mallory for a
VSCC meeting on Saturday in his camper I suggested he come to Shelsley, only about 70 miles
from Mallory, camp for £5 and I could offer him two free passes worth £15 each as Carol and I are
members at Shelsley so get in as members anyway.
He accepted my offer and duly came on Sunday when he really enjoyed the meeting and was
“Gobsmacked“ his exact words at the end of the day. He doesn’t like hillclimbs as he says he takes
about three laps to get acclimatised to the track and conditions, not possible on a hillclimb of course
but was so impressed that he fancied competing at the event next year.
Slick organisation is a byword at Shelsley but a couple of accidents did hold things up on Saturday
when Simon Durling, a Shelsley resident who actually lives at the top of the hill so the course is his
own drive, had a nasty accident in his 3500cc Brabham BT18 when his car climbed up a steep
bank, overturned, cart wheeled across the track and landed on top of a steep bank with the car
perched precariously near a very big drop. Rescue teams had to secure the car before dealing with
Simon but fortunately he was OK but the beautiful Brabham was wrecked. The rescue teams and
doctors are really good and very professional when they operate at circuits and hills all over the
country so its very reassuring they are on standby at times such as this. A big thank you to them all.
Think “mini Goodwood Revival” was the message in the programme, it certainly was and we look
forward to next year’s event and hope John Hunter and Ed Glaister will line up on the start line as
well.
KEITH THOMAS.

The Cars of Sir Stirling Moss

Lotus 19 Climax

Cooper Climax

HWM

Lotus 18 Climax
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Le Mans Classic 2014
Siobhan Bankier reports
Why would anyone drive 800 miles south for a weekend away ?
The Le Mans Classic must be the biggest classic event in Europe. In six age categories they have over
450 entries with everything ranging from a Mini Marcos to a D type Jaguar. There are 7,000 + classic
cars on the circuit infield and every motorway service area and village square from Calais to Le Mans
is a mini classic car show with some cars you have never heard of. Some of the pre war cars were lapping 13.6 kms in 5mins 50secs. Plenty of people we knew there and a few we knew of competing including some names from the past – Brian Redman, Jean Ragnotti, the Aga Khan and AC/DC’s Brian
Johnson. This event attracts people from all over the world to compete and spectate.
The event attracts lots of Brits and some equally eccentric Frenchmen – we passed an MG Midget on
the motorway driven by two elderly gentlemen both wearing crash helmets and with their old suitcase
strapped to the boot lid. Ferraris, GT40s and Porsches were two a penny.
Most people camp but erecting tents in 30 degrees is no fun !
These two can smile as the Dads did most of the hard work
in putting the tents up.

Pre grid for Friday night practice – the ropes didn’t seem to
serve any purpose as you could wander through the cars

Pre grid ( Bentley 4.5 litre circa 1926) looking back to the
grandstand – no Health & Safety concerns in France
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You can get right into the paddocks – this
is a Ferrari 275 GTB

A Porsche 904 GTS also having its engine
removed

You may think as a 14 year old girl I was
dragged along, but you will be surprised to
hear that I didn’t just go to make sure the
‘boys’ were alright (i.e. not too drunk). This
was my 3rd trip to Le Mans and (having
been to the Goodwood Revival) it is by far
the best classice car display I have attended.
Some of the information about cars engines
and so on might go straight over my head
but I still find it very interesting. Maybe I
just love the general chaos, for example the
are several ways so be run over at le mans;
firstly you can be knocked down by one of the competing cars or one of the VW camper vans
that were wizzing around the pit areas, secondly you had to jump out of the way of motorbikes
and mopeds as there seemed to be no speed limit and then there was the opportunity for cyclists
to bump into innocent people. I would recommend to anyone who hasn’t been that they do, for
you will never forget it and there is nothing else like it in the world.
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Brockbanks Solicitors Cross Border
Speed Championship
The Speed Championship was started over twenty years ago at a time when stage rallying had
started its long decline. Speed events at that time were very accessible and you only needed a helmet and a competition licence to get started. There were also many more events at various venues. As a club we ran two events a year at Kames, we took over and revived the Knockhill sprint
until that became too costly (also the date was always in April in the rain!), we also brought back
the East Fortune Sprint near Edinburgh for a few years and we negotiated the first use of Teesside
for a sprint before handing it over to our friends in York MC. We also supported SoSCC’s hill climb
at High Auldgirth which was a popular local event.
For some years we had over 70 registered drivers but this has fallen away in recent years. Events
became more costly and the big blow was when the MSA said all drivers needed Nomex overalls.
That meant that many competitors decided to call it a day and it was a major barrier towards
newcomers despite the very generous novice scholarship that we offered. At the same time many
of our experienced competitors have been less interested in doing the championship and more in
doing the events they enjoy, or those they had not done before. This is understandable and I’ve
done exactly the same! Thus the number of drivers actually contesting the championship has
gradually declined despite the novice scheme and considerable national and local publicity. Another issue is that most of the events now involve travelling a considerable distance from Cumbria. Double headers suit some folk but are impossible for others.
At the same time the MSA has made it increasingly costly to run events, even at those where the
hire fees are quite low (like Kames) and clubs need big entries to cover costs which in turn means
less track time for the drivers. The last couple of years has sadly seen the Kames events lose
money.
The committee has thus decided to rest the speed championship and the Kames sprint in 2015
while we have a complete rethink. We are certainly not turning our back on speed events and as
we are the only club that is a member of the Scottish, North East and North West Associations, our
members can compete as an invited club’s members in events from the north of Scotland to the
Midlands. At the same time we are pursuing other option of events and venues and will report
back when there is something definite to say.

A date for your diary!

Annual Awards Dinner
Saturday, January 17th 2015
At the Skiddaw Hotel, Keswick
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Elderly Utterances
The Voice of Experience!
Ron Palmer has his say
There I was sitting working at my laptop and listening to Chris Evans on R2 (4th July) with Adrian
Hamilton, son of Duncan, his guest. I look up at the mural on the wall by my desk of the pit scene at Le
Mans 1953 with Duncan Hamilton, the factory entourage and the C-Type while the radio discussed DH
and his life of excess. A great broadcast - my favourite car, team and race. Great start to the day.
Bought Touch Wood on Amazon at £7.58 not the £150 collectors copy! Chris Evans’ enthusiasm for
cars helps to negate some of the downsides of his broadcasting.
If you are a regular buyer of 1:50,000 Landranger OS maps read on to this promo spot. I have been updating my maps for this year’s Rally of the Tests and needed ten new ones. Yes I know its July and the
event is not until 30th October but I buy my maps from www.dash4it.co.uk whose service is better than
OS themselves. The OS website increased the cost on July 1st from £6.99 to £7.99 while Dash4it kept
price at old level for a couple of weeks and discount by 35%. So a map which costs £7.99 at OS online
shop cost me £4.54 with free delivery overnight. By the time you read this the price will have gone up
but the discount is still there and the service is excellent.
Having just returned from the 1000 Mile Trial with Charles Graves in his 1937 Bentley Derby Special I
picked up the Editors call for copy in a couple of days so better put down some words on the subject.
The HERO event ran the seven days from Sunday to Saturday starting and finishing at the most imposing RAC Club at Woodcote Park, Epsom with Tuesday evening being spent in Edinburgh with a lavish
black tie dinner on the Royal Yacht Britannia in Leith harbour. The welcome pre start dinner at the
RAC Club HQ was created by Michelin star and TV personality chefs and the final awards event was
another black tie dinner at Woodcote Park and the organisers clearly wished to stamp a certain image
on their event which will run again next year. The Royal Automobile Club was established in 1897 and
the first running of the 1000 Mile Trial took place in 1900. Although it took 114 years to run the next
Trial it will probably be a regular part of future years. For our part we were in it for the competition and
there were enough crews of a similar mind to keep up the pressure throughout the week. Keith Graham
and Sue Hoffmann were our other Wigton MC entry in their elegant 1934 Bentley VDP 3.5 Tourer and
were destined to have a good finish – see Sue’s account elsewhere.
Entries came from around the world and two Australians took advantage of the Arrive and Drive arrangement to drive the HERO Brooklands Riley complete with service backup. There were competitors
from Switzerland, Belgium, New Zealand, Italy, Germany and a large contingent from Portugal.
Without boring you with a mile by mile account Day 1 finished at Tewkesbury and along the way took
in 3 regularity sections, 5 passage controls and 3 tests including Dunsfold Airfield (home to the Top
Gear team) and Prescott Hillclimb – the home of the Bugatti Owners Club. At the day end we were surprised to find ourselves lying in 4th place with Keith and Sue 22nd. Leaders were John Abel and Martyn Taylor (from Kendal) in the mighty Lagonda LG45.
Day 2 ran north and west into Wales finishing at Arley Hall, Cheshire followed by a transport section to the overnight hotel just north of Preston.
Four regularities, 7 passage controls and 4 tests included the hill climb
course at Shelsley Walsh. Our position at end of day two was 2nd, Keith
and Sue up to 7th with John and Martyn still leading.
Tuesday was a real pleasure running through home territory in glorious
weather with sections near Killington and Arkholme before coffee at Tebay Hotel. Afterwards it was great to see club members out in force run
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ning the Waters Farm test at Shap followed by a lengthy regularity towards Castle Carrock. Lunch
was taken at the Golden Fleece at Ruleholme on the Carlisle - Brampton road and here again we
had strong support from family and friends. My how the Golden Fleece has improved since I was
last there! A regularity running north towards Newcastleton followed lunch and a pleasant run
through the borders was followed by an excellent test at the Bowhill Country Estate and another
regularity section on the run in to Edinburgh. The aforementioned celebration dinner on Britannia
was truly memorable – see Sue’s account for more details.
A convenient late start to proceedings on Wednesday morning took us to lunch at Whitekirk Golf
Club, the finish venue for the Berwick Classic, followed by a test at Scoughall on the access roads
through the potato fields where Stuart Bankier was in charge along with other stalwarts of the
Berwick club. After this we had a costly blip on the Lammermuir Lanes regularity when we
strayed briefly from the straight and narrow and although it was all quickly corrected 38 seconds
had gone which put the leading car a little too far ahead and almost out of reach. An interesting
loose surface test at Alnwick preceded our afternoon tea break at Alnwick Castle where all the
cars were arranged in a circle with the Castle as a background in glorious sunshine. A lengthy
walk took us to the Castle tearooms – very nice and similar to those at Lowther Castle – and we
sat out and enjoyed the break. About now the heavens opened and we hung about hoping for a
break in the weather but it was not to be so a lengthy wet walk back to the car in shirt sleeves followed after which Charles erected the hood for a bit of protection. This was the only time we had
the hood up as the weather was glorious all week and we managed to miss the thunderstorms
forecast for us, these must have happened overnight.
A night at Slaley Hall had us still in 2nd place only 2 seconds ahead of the Alfa and 23 ahead of
the girls in the Bentley in 4th. Keith and Sue had consolidated their 7th place with a cushion of
two and a half minutes ahead of the 8th place Aston Martin. Some more familiar faces were about
early in the car park amongst them Clive Kennedy having popped along from Hexham. A test in
the grounds amongst the golf greens provided a wake-up call after breakfast and a regularity in
the Durham Dales took us to coffee at Bowes Museum and then on through Croft to lunch at Crathorne Hall. Severe restraint was required by your scribe as to partake of all the food and drinks
available to us would have added at least a stone on the weight of the crew. Charles seems to be
unaffected by eating whatever takes his fancy.
A hit and miss performance on Thursday afternoon in the Hambleton Hills saw us drop to 3rd
place some 47 seconds behind the Alfa and only 8 seconds ahead of the 4th place Bentley. Keith
and Sue continued in their 7th place bubble under no threat from the next car along, Keith being
well pleased with the reliability of the Bentley. Hereabouts were more familiar faces running the
tests among them David and John Ruddock and Andy Pullen.
On Friday the route started from Oulton, Leeds and finished at Whittlebury Hall, Silverstone
where we found ourselves up to 2nd again whilst the Alfa had recovered from a lunchtime 4th
place to 3rd after a wrong test. The last day Saturday saw the yo-yo continue with us down to 3rd
at lunchtime before a final effort to take us to 2nd overall at the finish.
An explanation of the test and regularity penalties would explain the small totals involved with
the leading cars over the seven days. Test penalties are determined on a class improvement basis
where you are competing only against those cars in your class. Fastest on each test in each class
incurs 0 seconds 2nd fastest 3 seconds, 3rd – 5 seconds, 4th - 6 seconds etc. With 23 tests on the
event the pressure is on constantly to have no wrong tests and drive quickly.
On each of the 25 regularities there are between 1 and 4 timing points where penalties are incurred for each second early or late from the ‘Ideal Time’. This ideal time is calculated against the
various average speeds set by the organisers and you only get to know the ideal or target time of
each timing point after the timing point. So during the event we had in the order of 60 opportunities to achieve Zero seconds, which we do on occasions, or incur early or lateness penalties. So
many hurdles are between you and success. Horses, cyclists, pedestrians, runners, local traffic,
tractors, trucks, slower competitors, wrong slots and erroneous timekeeping, all contribute to your
opportunities to fail. It’s a really toxic mix when you
22 are looking for perfection.

In addition there were 36 passage controls to ensure you are on the right route, miss one and
you are penalised, and several Time Controls and Main Time Controls each day. Total penalties
at the finish were the winners on 2mins 29 secs, we had 4mins 55 secs, 3rd - 5mins 03 secs, 4th5mins 08 secs and Keith and Sue in 7th had 13mins 20 secs. For the record the last classified
finisher in 33rd place had penalties of 7hrs 13mins 11secs.
If you would like to compete next year you will need a pre 1940 car and to start saving now
because these are not inexpensive events. With 47 listed entries this year the organisers’ smile
will broaden if they attract 70 or 80 starters for next year.
Ron

Welcome to the following new members:
We have pleasure in welcoming the following new members to the Club and we hope
that you all enjoy our events and social activities.
Tom Leeming – Lancs
Paul Hargreaves -Thirsk
Mike Kirk – Kendal
Michael Pedley & Family – Heywood
David Lauder – Perth

Jamie Leather – Lancashire
Darell Staulforth – Harrowgate
Stuart Egglestone – Appleby
Andrew Shelley – Newport
Maurice Gibson – Bolton le Sands

For most of you this will be your first magazine and we hope that you enjoy it and that
you will take part in many of our activities.

Jottings
A great run on the Greystoke Stages saw Richard and Edwin Cook take a close second place in
their Subaru.
Over at Spa Robert Gate took second place in the Spa Summer Classic in his E type

Insurance
We have an on going agreement with Hagerty Insurance for the benefit of members. Hagerty
are, unlike most other classic insurers, not part of any major insurance group, so they only insure classics.
If you ring them you will get through to a person and not a machine.
The other major advantage for you is that Hagerty will pay your Club membership for you at
your next renewal. That effectively gives you a further £16 off your insurance fee each year,

Partners with Wigton Motor Club – please call
0844 824 1135 and don’t forget to mention your
club when you do! www.hagertyinsurance.co.uk
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Forrestburn - Sunday 29/06/2014
Ronnie MacGregor

Six of the best . . . . . . . What does that instantaneously conjure up for you ? Memories of scholarly naughtiness ? A
recent Friday Fetish Fun Night ?? Angela with a whip ?? Wrong wrong wrong wrong wrong !! How dare you ? !!
Six intrepid souls, the WMC Speed Quorum, ventured forth, on a weekend which seemed to have an unfortunate
clash with just too many other events to field the normal numbers.
Hang on a minute . . . . . . . . . Douglas Anderson seems to be a WMC member this year, sitting in his lovely red bathtub Austin Seven Hamblin Special !! Let's try "Seven go Fast at Forrestburn" then . . . . . . Oh never mind !!
Desperate not to repeat the almost disastrous date error of a prior event, Mr Exton was there a day early just to be on
the safe side. Or was it an attempt to gain valuable track time, experience and practice, ready for the Sunday showdown with his Scottish adversary ? Great pity the enemy was there as well then !! Intrepid adventurer, Melvyn Hartley was also there a day early, obviously worried about being beaten on the WMC Sunday, in his class of one !!
Don't turn your back for a minute !!

Something has happened at Forrestburn. Last year a car managed to become airborn, launched from a ramped earth
bank, and took out a marshal post before landing. No one hurt thank goodness, but it seemed at the time to draw attention to the inappropriate use of non-reinforced concrete manhole access pipes stacked dry on a nothing but a locating lip, and then with a section Stihl sawed out to provide access. The strength in these things is found in uniform
radial compression, not point impact on an already weakened "C"section.
It seems that the, no doubt costly, knee jerk reaction has seen fit to generate vertical faced earth banks in numerous
areas around the track, with soft "hardcore" run-off areas in various places to help drag you into the aforementioned
banks. Who else finds irony in the fact that the most dangerous feature involved in the trigger accident remains absolutely unchanged ? This weekend passed with little incident, but it seems inevitable now, that Forrestburn may now
approach the reputation of Doune as a car destroyer.
Back from Japan, and all geared up to go, Alex "where's my Dad" Thornton landed in A2 for the day. What gofaster bits might he have brought with him ? Just as well there had been no time to fit them !! With fast Dad far gone
to improve his tan, and no tyre warming options available, it was all down to him. Time to show those A8 boys a
thing or two !! Maybe not !! After a steady start, chunks of time were removed, but it was an "I was faster in Practice" first timed run that provided a 53.70 and a Second in a well supported Class on the day.
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In class A6, Graham Denholm, seeker of alternative thrills, had returned from the big tracks to grace us with his presence once more. Grouped with very rapid machinery, steady incremental improvement brought a first timed run best
result of 50.26, but this was never going to be enough to impact on the class. We may have found the man however, who
now has the motive to complement the resources required to purchase the Superb V6 Dax Rush of Les Mutch !! Remember . . . . . . You heard this real made up rumour here first !!

WMC R2 seems to be where the action has been over the last few years. There is no denying the intense, but friendly
competition to be found here. No denying how much faster these cars have run year on year. Here at Forrestburn, it
seems that the R2 stalwarts make up the bulk of the WMC entry.
Three of these stalwarts were to be found running in A8. First practice run was a close match to last year's personal best
for Ronnie MacGregor, but steady pushing beyond this produced a 52.67 second result, and a First in Class on the day.
A certain MR2 lawnmower could have squeezed two runs and a cup of tea into the time it took to cut the grass on Practice Run 2. Composure restored, this "now tested" new approach to the big crest involving much later braking and downhill throttle in a lower gear gave Dave Exton at least a second over last year's times to provide 55.54 seconds, to sit Second in Class on the day. Similar determination is to be found this year in a pale yellow Elise. Something has happened.
Perhaps the Sanatagen is working, or did we hear talk of suspension set-up, was there mention of corner weighting ?
Who heard ECU mapping and increased BHP ? Repeat battle scars evident on the front skirt, there is no mistaking that
Chris Harris means business, and today's business was dealt with in 56.75 seconds to lie Third in Class on the day.

Now nicely settled into his retirement home, no excuse this year, time to get the baking tray bonnet Gemini back out to
play. Hiding round the corner in B6, WMC's gentleman, Melvyn Hartley pulled out the carbon rods to produce a subatomic particularly impressive run of 49.93 seconds, and against all odds, collected the honours of a First in Class on
the day.
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Scoop scoop !! World Exclusive News !! . . . . . . . .
The Scottish Sprint and Hillclimb scene has seen a flourishing band of Mazda MX5 cars emerge. With sufficient
numbers to merit their own class in the Lowland Championship, these relatively standard-ish road cars are providing
low cost fun and tight competitive racing. Looking slightly down on power on paper, there is no doubt that this is well
compensated by superb handling, and in good hands it is clear that they really can be made to shift. Could they be
faster than an MR2 ? How spacious is the internal accommodation ? What is the street-cred pose value ? The answers to these, and a myriad of other questions to be found in this long lens paparazzi scoop photograph, achieved at
great personal risk. Is Dave's ideal car, a Toyota MX5000 ? !!
Finished at Forrestburn . . . . . . Time for a summer break for many. What's next ? Let's see if we can find Three Sisters for a bit of fun !!

Mid Week Lunch Run
August 21st
Starts at Dobbies Garden Centre
Contact: Stuart Turnbull
01228711276
r.s.turnbull@btopenworld.com

Communications
I am pleased to report that our Face Book page is getting lots of views and “likes”. It is certainly a
quick way to get reports and photos of events on to the web.
Our Emailer system also works well and this enables us to send news about events to specific interest groups rather than to everyone. It also allows members to respond directly and their mail can
be then directed to which ever club official can deal with it.
Of course social media of any kind can be misused and it can allow some rather poor behaviour. I
saw a quote last week that said; “Social media allows stupid people to demonstrate their stupidity
to everyone,”. Certainly far too many forums and discussion groups have been killed off by people
who wish to argue and belittle people as soon as they get behind a keyboard.
There are also armchair experts who go on forums like Piston Heads and who can apparently drive
better than Alonso, design better than Newey or run a team better than Horner. It’s possibly even
worse on the British Rally Forum where nearly every poster can run better rallies than the actually
organisers and marshals. “ I was spectating on the XYZ Stages and there were not nearly enough
marshals and those that were there did not know what they were doing,” Well the obvious question is…….
Reading such twaddle used to make me angry and wish to respond but that just feeds the trolls.
I’ve now decided not to read any forums at all!
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Autojumble
Buy, Sell, Exchange, Give!
Free to members
FOR SALE; Two Bridgestone Turanzas (off 3 series BMW); One an ER 300 205/55 R16; brand
new (cost £82), never been on a rim; £50.
The second is older ER30 205/55 R16; about 6mm tread; £15
OR £60 the pair. Can deliver in Cumbria.
Tel; John Sloan 01900 85833
Fuchs Silkolene 20/40 classic oil 5 litres for £14.95, Titan 10/40 4 litres for £14.95. 1 litre of diff
oil £4.00, Water Wetter to aid cooling £12.00. Classic oil filters for MGs, Minis etc £3.50. Competition car safety stickers sets £2.00. Diesel engine cleaner £10.00. Red rotor arms and condensers
for classics - solve your ignition problems £6.00 each Windscreen wipers for classics £2.00 each.
Competition numbers 50p each. Ring Graeme on 01900 825642.
Barn storage: £50 per quarter. Ring Graeme on 01900 825642. 1 space available.
MG Midget straight cut close ratio gear box, needs a standard first gear. £350. . Ring Graeme
on 01900 825642.

Midweek Meander
Ron Palmer organised a successful mid week lunch run in brilliant weather starting at Dobbies
Garden Centre and finishing a the Horse and Farrier at Threlkeld for a nice lunch.

Frank Wilson’s rebuilt Morris Traveller

The Elliot’s Lenham MG B 4 seater

A fine array of cars
at the start
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Inside the Industry
Paul Gilligan keeps us up to date
Motorway Driving Tips
There are many things important for safe motorway driving. Sadly it’s still the case that formal training is apparently not necessary, and any driver can take the M Road just as soon as they’ve passed
their test never having driven there before. One of the multitude of bits of knowledge required is correct use of the hard shoulder.
The Highways Agency who help look after us all by cruising up and down the motorways in top end
Mitsubishi Shoguns have recently announced that in 3 months last summer over 2000 drivers stopped
on the hard shoulders for “incorrect” reasons. How lucky we are to have public bodies collecting and
processing these statistics for our education! I expect WMC members will understand that you only
stop on the hard shoulder because of an “emergency”. Here’s the Highways Agency Top 10 “nonemergencies”.
One motorist saw “FIRE” on their dashboard display, so pulled over. There were no flames, the car
was just telling the driver the name of the Adele track he was listening to.
A tired driver decided the hard shoulder of the M6 was an ideal place for a sleep.
Many people pulled over to check their maps or sat navs.
Officers found two cars parked together on the hard shoulder. The two drivers were in deep conversation as they were trying to conclude a deal for Driver A to buy Car B. (Wasn’t me!)
One driver realised his car insurance was very shortly due for renewal so he stopped on the hard shoulder to ring around for quotes.
A group of motorcyclists stopped on a hot day for a refreshing drink and a discussion on what route to
take next.
A taxi driver stopped on the hard shoulder of the M4 as he was ahead of time for a collection at Heathrow.
A mobile phone worker stopped every 3 miles up the M40 to carry out signal tests.
A driver stopped to pick some flowers.
Finally an older couple were asked by the officers if they had broken down, but replied no, they had
stopped to take photographs of their new born grandchild in their convertible car as it was such a nice
day........
Culture Shift to End Speeding
Whilst the Government proposes to increase speeding fines to as much as £10000, the average fine
currently paid is £150! Many drivers have great difficulty in seeing the “wrong” on exceeding 70 mph
on an empty motorway on a fine Summer morning or evening. Certainly not £10000 of “wrong”. And
like it or not business pressures demand often that drivers “hurry” to squeeze one more important appointment into the day.
Personally I always think it says a lot when a driver is prosecuted for speeding but not for dangerous
driving at the same time. That to me confirms that the Police think what the driver was doing was
“safe”. Which makes me wonder why he or she then gets points and a fine of up to £10000 for safe
driving?
Some think popular culture will swing against speeding as it has aginst drink driving, we shall see.
Young Finns Turn Against Driving
Finland has just announced ambitious plans to link car sharing and public transport systems to make
private cars almost obsolete in Helsinki within 10 years. An app is being developed to plan and pay for
journeys using a range of buses, ferries, bikes, trains and shared cars.
As well as for environmental reasons the fact that research shows the “Young Finns are not as interested in car owning and driving as their parents”.
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Obviously there are implications for motor sport in general and rallying in particular. Whilst I
greatly respect my good friend Stuart Turner’s judgement, his reaction that this news from
Finland may create more opportunities for British rally drivers by reducing the supply of Flying
Finns I have to consider a bit ambitious. And from a man who wasn’t famous for his enthusiasm
for non-Scandinavian talents when dishing out contracts!
From my memory most of the REAL Flying Finns grew up in rural areas where they drove all
summer on loose surfaces and all winter on snow and ice long before they qualified for a licence
on the basis of age. In any case it’s quite clear now that unless you’re French and called Sebastian, best not to bother!
More Optimism At Ford and GM
New bosses at both of these giants have brought new optimism, particularly to their European
operations. Both forecast to break even in Europe in 2015 or 2016.
GM’s new boss is Dan Ammann, who worked as a senior banker with Morgan Stanley, advised
GM on their bankruptcy on 2009, joined in 2010, landed to top job this year at the age of 42. Far
younger than any predecessor, not a life-long GM employee, actually born in New Zealand not
Detroit. This is all new, as is the fact that he appears to be a real car enthusiast, deciding THE
event to attend for his first trip to Europe was the Goodwood Festival of Speed. He plans for GM
Europe to take second place behind VW, with an 8% market share and a 5% profit margin. These
are much better than current numbers, but one journalist asked if 5% profit wasn’t a weak target?
“Not when you’ve been at minus 5% for a long time!” was a pretty good response.
In the Blue Oval corner Alan McNullay, who came from Boeing almost 10 years ago to save Ford
(which he did), has moved into a happy retirement. Starting with a lucrative consultancy with
Google where his contract, apart from lots of $$$$$, confirms that he doesn’t fly First Class, only
by private jet.
Taking over is Mark Fields, who came to London to run Jaguar/Land Rover/Volvo/Aston Martin
just over 10 years ago. He is credited with pushing through the new product programmes that
have made Jag and LR so successful recently, and for seeing that the new vehicles were less conservative than many (particularly the North American Jaguar Dealers) wanted. Then he went
back to the US to run Ford for North America and under Alan’s leadership the job was
done. Again there’s lots of talk about new products in and from Europe (they’re even replacing
the US Econoline van with the European Transi!), and Ford of Europe returning to profit over the
next two years.
New Car Sales Rise in UK and Europe
With the first half of the year just past (how many shopping days left????), good news is European sales are almost 6% up on last year and UK sales just over 10% up. 24 of the 30 European
countries posted increases including all of the top 5 markets (France, Germany, Italy, Spain, and
UK).
In the UK Vauxhall are closing on Ford (see below), BMW are still behind Audi but fighting
back), Mercedes are apparently pausing for breath, Renault are recovering strongly, SEAT and
Skoda are 20% up in a market that’s 10% up.
In spite of these encouraging volumes one of the leading accountants to UK motor dealers has
just pointed out that these extra sales don’t necessarily mean extra profits to dealers. Such is the
importance of achieving the quarterly sales targets set by manufacturers that if dealers don’t do
this and get the financial bonuses that result, they are unlikely to make any money however many
cars they sold. A dealer commented to me in early July that he thought slavery would be fairer,
but I detected he’d missed his quarter 2 bonus and felt unsurprisingly unhappy as a result!
Another Sensible Hybrid Arrives
Mitsubishi have just launched their new Hybrid Outlander 4x4. A full size 4x4 vehicle very little
more expensive than a Toyota Prius. Up to 148 mpg is available and company car drivers are being very much attracted by the low Benefit In Kind Tax it attracts and the competitive monthly
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rentals due to the forecast high second hand values. Bit by bit Hybrids are improving, not full electric cars yet I fear.
Vauxhall Are Determined, and Clever
There’s not much new is the car marketing world. Lots of different forms of discount, finance deposit contributions, interest-free finance, loyalty bonuses, free servicing, and so on have all been
round for years. In times past free insurance for young drivers has been not surprisingly attractive
to them, but spiralling insurance costs have made that unaffordable for the manufacturers. I’m frequently asked by customers who have a child or grandchild turning 17 if I can help source a “Nice”
£1000 car for them as the budget has to be limited with insurance costing up to £3000 for a 1 litre
low performance car.
This is a conversation I try very hard to avoid as “Nice” £1000 cars are rare indeed. However I do
suggest exploring insurance using Telematics technology that monitors driver behaviour and reduces or increases premiums (or removes cover altogether) depending on the driving habits, speeding, etc.
Vauxhall are supplying insurance using this technology to drivers aged between 18 and 20 for £99 a
year with the possibility of the driver getting up to all the money back if their driving behaviour is
“excellent”. AND the Corsa comes on a very competitive finance deal. No other manufacturer is
currently offering this. The Vauxhall Telematics are provided by the market leader in the UK, Ingenie Ltd. If Vauxhall have been sensible enough to sign an exclusive contract (which you’d expect), others will struggle to compete.
Meanwhile Vauxhall’s new UK boss Tim Tozer has stepped back from repeating his predecessor’s
claim the they will overtake Ford soon saying “I would rather talk about that when it’s done”.
Of course Vauxhall have been high profile this summer for sponsoring England’s World Cup Football Team. Of which the less said the better perhaps. Mr. Tozer admits to have taken tips on tactics
from England Manager Roy Hodgson, but says he remains hopeful of a different outcome for Vauxhall! Call me sad but I think Ford v Vauxhall will be more interesting than much I saw from Brazil!
Paul Gilligan
pg@gvcontracts.co.uk
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Andy’s Armchair
Andy Armstrong takes an irrelevant look at
motoring and motorsport
We went to Croft to see the Touring cars, and decided the Saturday would be quieter, you’d see
more, and of course avoid the massive queues to get in and out. Apparently these extended back to
Darlington on race day. It was enjoyable, easy to get in and out and we actually ended up standing in
the back of Colin Turkington’s garage with his wife and son. I suppose it’s one of the advantages of
appearing old and decrepit because they took pity on us when there was a heavy shower and even
though there was frantic activity to change from dry to wet tyres we didn’t get booted out, so thank
you West Surrey Racing.
The cars themselves are interesting but bear very little relationship to the road cars they’re based on.
I don’t know for sure, but it appears that maybe the passenger compartment vaguely resembles the
original and that’s about all, even then it’s full of massive cages and strengthening braces. The front
suspension is certainly not McPherson struts as there are horizontal coil springs sitting above the engine and that’s really as far as my vast knowledge of modern racing technology extends, much like
my knowledge of quantum physics and speaking Mandarin come to think of it !
A few days after Croft I achieved a personal ambition when I actually took to the air for the first time
in my 63 years. Being generally cantankerous I had of course to be different and so my initial experience of the wild blue yonder was in a Lycoming engined Piper Demon of near pensionable age. It
was piloted by my son in law who then had got 8 hours on his log book since acquiring his licence.
To cut a long story short I thoroughly enjoyed it and will certainly go again if the chance arises. I
think he was a bit disappointed I wasn’t nervous but when I reminded him of some of the loonies I’ve
been in cars with he took the point. Landing at Crosby doesn’t come anywhere near vanishing over
the edge into the unknown on Clocaenog!
My second aeronautic adventure has involved the mighty Lancaster, the four engined “shining
sword” of the Bomber offensive on World War 2 as I’ve been having a taxy ride on one. It was certainly as interesting experience and the over-riding memory is the lack of space inside when you consider how big it looks when standing on the tarmac. I suppose it’s sole purpose was really to carry
bombs, and so the comfort of the crew was very much of secondary importance. The worst part is
crossing the main wing spar where you’re actually on all fours crawling along to reach the cockpit. It
must have been desperately difficult trying to get out in an emergency wearing bulky flying kit and a
parachute. You can’t help thinking it took immense courage to keep going back again and again when
you knew what the likely outcome was to be.
Finally if you’ve never been before I can recommend a visit to the Historic race meeting at Croft on
August 2nd and 3rd. There’s some good racing lots of static displays, even military vehicles and aerobatic flying. It’s certainly worth considering so maybe we’ll see you there.
Ends
AA
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What’s On
WMC events and other events of interest
August
2/3
2/3
3rd
3rd
6th
10th
16th
17th
21st

HSCC
RMSC
CMC
ADMC
WMC
WCMC
WMC
WMC
WMC

23/24 HSCC

Croft Nostalgia Weekend
St Wilfreds Historic Rally
Three Sisters Sprint (BSCBSC)
A
Tyneside Stages on Otterburn
Pub Run
Bannockburn PCT
Rose & Thistle Challenge
Cumbria Classic & Motorsport Show
Lunch Run. Contact Stuart Turnbull 0122871127 r.s.turnbull@btopenworld.com
Oulton Park Gold Cup

September
6th
7th
20th
21st

MGCC
MGCC
BARC
BARC

Anglesey Sprint
Anglesey Sprint
Harewood
Harewood

Visit the website for all the latest news
Forum Log in: wigtonmc. Password: marshals
Please only phone club officials between 19.00 and 21.00 in the evening.
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